vibration signals, acoustic noise, magnetic flux or temperature Abstract--In this paper, we propose to perform early fault which necessitate additional sensors on the motor. diagnosis using high-resolution spectral analysis of the stator current to detect bearing faults in electrical induction machine. Firstly, a short overview of bearing fault types is given in While most research works focus on mechanical vibration section II, followed by the characteristic vibration frequencies analysis, the originality of our work relies on the use of high-and the existing fault model developed by R. R. 
current to detect bearing faults in electrical induction machine. Firstly, a short overview of bearing fault types is given in While most research works focus on mechanical vibration section II, followed by the characteristic vibration frequencies analysis, the originality of our work relies on the use of high-and the existing fault model developed by R. R. Schoen [4] . In resolution methods to detect modulations in the stator current. the sections III, the theoretical background for a new fault
We present the results obtained for real data to detect inner and outer raceway bearing defects made articially as well as bearing model s prestand ne expresof te frulXe defects obtained through on-site ageing. The obtained results content of the stator current in case of bearing faults are show that the proposed method yields better detection than obtained. The general algorithm applied to stator current in classical spectum analysis.
order to early detect bearing faults is developed and exposed in section IV high reliability and the availability of power converters be classified according to the damaged element as: based on efficient control strategies. In order to sustain and 1-outer raceway defect increase the productivity, reliability and safety of industrial 2-inner raceway defect installations, a permanent condition monitoring of critical 3-ball defect motors is necessary. This is the main reason why research on The fault is assumed to be modelled as a small hole created condition monitoring of electric motors has been widely from a missing piece of material on the corresponding studied for decades. These researches and developments element. conducted in universities and in industries has yielded means The definition of these fault types is somehow artificial for predictive condition monitoring and fault detection regarding real bearing damages. Nevertheless, this is useful algorithms. Many different devices and systems are being for distinguishing the different bearing fault effects on the developed and are used in many kinds of applications such as machine. In a realistic case, one can imagine that a transportation, power generation and so on. A general review combination of these three effects is more likely to be found. of monitoring and fault diagnosis techniques can be found in In the following analysis, we will only focus on the outer and Mounir Djeddi and Pierre Granjon are with the Gipsa-lab, int the Institut inner raceway defects which were artificialy produced (see $e E'(t) =m Cam(2MLnt+q-ra) +r7llC(2M+hlt+2 q-F) +r1() (6) Equation (6) In this section, we establish a model for the stator current in The goal of the proposed approach is to detect frequency the case of bearing faults in the induction machine as it has modulations induced by the bearing fault. Because of the well been derived in [6] . This enables to identify the frequencies of known limitations of the Fourier analysis, we consider here a the spectral components and their amplitudes.
different approach based on subspace techniques which are known to be very powerful techniques [7] . The method
Here, we suppose that the faults provoke small variations in utilized is called the Root-MUSIC estimator. the mechanical torque as well as small eccentricities in the The fault detection scheme is mainly based on three steps rotor.
-signal filtering using a lowpass FIR digital filter in order In order to establish the mathematical model of the faults, we to eliminate the different harmonics and to verify the first suppose that all magnetic and electrical quantities are purely sinusoidal assumption, purely sinusoidal.
-a sliding window Root-MUSIC algorithm in order to precisely estimate the instantaneous frequency of the In the presence of mechanical torque variations only, one can stator current, write the stator current phasor as follows:
-computation of the power spectral density (PSD) of the p previously estimated instantaneous frequency. RX= E {AiA i sis, + (8) The sliding window Root-MUSIC algorithm:
ofthe instantaneous frequency
Because the bearing defect induces frequency modulations in Fig. 4 . The slidin window root-MUSIC algorithm the stator current, our objective is to determine the existance of these modulations and their characteristics compared to the The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the correlation matrix are carateristics of the healthy machine signal. The main idea of the proposed estimation approach is to apply a sliding window then computed It can be observed that the M-p smallest to the stator signal and compute for each block of data the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix (matrix of dimension frequency content using a high-resolution algorithm known as M > p + 1 ) correspond to the noise subspace and the p the Root-MUSIC algorithm. Hence, as the window moves, we obtain a temporal evolution of the frequency on which we largest (all greater than Jn) correspond to the signal apply the fourier transform as illustrated in Fig. 4 The MJUSIC algorithm involves the projection of the signal The MUSIC method uses only the noise subspace to estimate vector onto the entire noise subspace.
frequencies of sinusoidal components. The MIJUSIC The signal correlation matrix is obtained as: pseudospectrum is given by:
By setting the SNR =25 dB, we obtain the following results in Table II for different lengths of the sliding window Nr in
(10) function of the signal length Ns. E (z) E (z) In the estimation process, a window is passed through the s analyzed signal and then each frequency and power values are fs =16026Hz and the sliding window length is Nr =20. In the computed for this sliding window [8] . Since the estimation of following, we present the obtained results using the Rootthe correlation matrix is important, performance study has MUSIC technique. Fig. 5 compares the power spectral been conducted for different lengths of windows and SNR, densities of the filtered stator current of healthy machine and where the noise is assumed white Gaussian. of a machine with an outer raceway defect. One can observe
In order to chose the right correlation matrix estimator, we that the detection of defect from these spectra is very difficult. have computed the bias and variance of the frequency estimator based on different methods, the results are shown in Table I . we considered a different power supply fundamental frequency. When the latter is at 33 Hz, the frequency of the Spectrum ofthe frequency real defect wich was at 33Hz with a fundamental frquency of Healthy machine 50Hz is moved to a new value which is equal to 332/50=20 -40 ---outer raceway defect lHz. Fig. 9 shows the is the spectrum of the stator current which does not exhibit clearly the defect. We observe in Fig. 7 that the detection of the inner raceway O0 60 70 B0 defect is still possible using the spectrum of the instantaneous feunyeven though the peak is very small. In Fig. 10 , we observe a very small peak in around 23 Hz, which approaches the theoretical value computed above. 
